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OFF-GRID Expo+Conference 
December 7 - 8, 2023

OFF-GRID TechDay
December 6, 2023

The only event for off-grid
solar, wind and hydro-
power systems and 
sef-sufficient power supply

Do you know this unique event for off-grid products and services?

� THE only congress fair in Europe that is purely focused on off-grid with renewable 
energies - live in person in Augsburg, Germany 

� THE annual network happening of the international community at the end of the year: 
More than 60 exhibitors of 12 countries, 900 participants from 37 countries (OEC 2022)

� Off-grid portfolio of exhibitors and visitors from the entire value chain

1. OFF-GRID Expo 
Present your know-how and your products to an international 
expert audience (members of the industries, tradings, users, aid 
organisations/NGOs, system integrators, investors and more) 

 -> Use the only trade fair in Europe that focuses on off-grid solu-
tions to present yourself as an exhibitor!

2. OFF-GRID Conference 
Two days of interactive,English-speaking program with high-qua-
lity sessions and panel discussions

 -> Increase your visibility on-site as a speaker at the conference 
to make more visitors aware of your company!

3. Networking 
Great networking opportunities with the international off-grid 
community through matchmaking sessions and get-together  

 -> Gain new contacts and generate new projects! 

4. NEW: Innovation Stage 
The multi purpose “speakers corner” as an additional platform for 
exhibitors to present innovations and services 

 -> Use the extra stage to get everyone‘s attention!

5. OFF-GRID TechDay on Dec 6, 2023 
In timeslots of 2,5 hrs exhibitors can offer product and service 
workshops tailored for the OEC visitors. 

 -> Extend your trade fair appearance: Use the day before the 
event to already present your company effectively!

6. NEW: Open access 
All visitors can benefit benefit from the TechDay & the Expo+Con-
ference with just one ticket for all (59€)!

 -> Benefit from many visitors at your booth due to a varied and 
extensive program and low-priced access for visitors!

The multi-action concept for intensive know-how transfer, new business and networking!

Watch the event video of OEC 2022.

Request an offer for your booth at the expo!

Find more information on our website.


